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Ed James IV. Public Comment Period It's time for Jason Price to resign as chair of the CAC. It's a huge conflict of interest as he is a pilot and owns a flight 

school. This goes against the founding CAC documents! How is he allowed to continue to be chair? He notoriously 
supports all aviation interests and continues to suppress community voices. Why is it that all agenda items represent 
aviation? Except for the Community Presentation in September, every other agenda item guest is pro-aviation. The public 
is fed up with this!

CAC-PubCom-00688 11/7/2023 11/06/23 10:10 PM

Stacey Hoff IV. Public Comment Period I don't understand why this committee is run by airport interests.  With airport interests in charge of the Citizens Advisory 
Council it makes the council not a Citizens Advisory Council at all, rather it makes it a Citizens Suppressing Council.  Why 
isn't this council run by the citizens?  Once again, it demonstrates that the FAA and Van Nuys Airport are playing games 
with the community and working to suppress Citizen concerns.  I find this very concerning and not democratic.

CAC-PubCom-00689 11/7/2023 11/07/23 10:18 AM

Justin Avery IV. Public Comment Period As a pilot and flight school operator at Van Nuys Airport, Jason Price clearly has a bias aviation interest given he directly 
makes profit off VNY.  Jason Price has no right serving as Chair on the CAC and it way past due for him to resign.  It is 
beyond a conflict of interest and this goes against why CAC was founded and what it is to represent for the community.  
CAC is supposed to be there to be the voice and advocate for the community and the actions of Jason Price are the direct 
opposite of this.  He constantly uses his role as Chair to deter, dismiss and suppress the voice of the community and the 
community as a whole.   This is apparent on almost every agenda Jason writes omitting (whether purposely or not) 
information regarding the community or making it difficult for community involvement and in every CAC meeting where he 
quickly dismisses any discussion on the thoughts and concerns of the community.  Through this, it is abundantly clear that 
Jason Price represents aviation interests only and does not support the public nor is he open to hearing what the 
community has to say.  This violates everything CAC stands for and what it is there to represent.  He needs to step down 
and resign immediately.  And if he is not willing to do this, then it is up to the CAC members to do the right thing and make 
this happen.  He has no right holding the Chair position nor a Mayor’s seat.  Do what is right for the community!

CAC-PubCom-00690 11/7/2023 11/07/23 11:00 AM

Steven Leffert VIII. b. Vision Study Ad Hoc Committee - 
MaryKate Harris, John Parker and Wayne 
Williams

There should be a moratorium on setting any new vision plan in place at least until CD6 and the Mayor have appointed 
their community representatives to the CAC and those new members have time to study alternative plans that have been 
suggested.

CAC-PubCom-00691 11/7/2023 11/07/23 6:53 PM

Steven Leffert III. BOAC Agenda Items Concerning VNY How about starting the meeting on time! CAC-PubCom-00692 11/7/2023 11/07/23 7:18 PM


